GOVERNMENT PF TELANGANA

OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA: HYDERABAD


Dt.26.05.2018
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The Principals/OSDs of Government Polytechnics in the State are hereby directed not to engage any Guest Faculty for the year 2018-19 without prior permission of Commissioner of Technical Education, Telangana, Hyderabad.

2. If any requirement in there, the Principals/OSDs shall take prior permission of CTE, Hyderabad explaining the details of existing work load of each staff member as per AICTE norms and the extend of short fall.

3. Therefore the Principals/OSDs of Government Polytechnics in the State shall not engage any guest Lecturer without prior permission of the CTE, Hyderabad.

4. Any deviation will be viewed seriously.

Sd/-Navin Mittal
COMMISSIONER

To:

The Principals of Government Polytechnics in the State.
Copy to RJDTE, Hyderabad.
Copy to stockfile/Spare.

//F.B.O//

SUPERINTENDENT